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THEORY OF FINANCE – PART 1
Mock Question 1 (total 5 points)

Time Advised: 20‐21 minutes (for this question)
Difficulty Level: EASY
Question 1.A (3.75 points)
Describe in precise mathematical terms how would you go about setting up a typical portfolio
selection problem, when your goal is to involve adequate computing power. Make sure to
carefully define all symbols and quantities invoked in your answer.
Debriefing:
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Question 1.B (0.75 points)
John and Mary use the mathematical set up that you have defined in question 1.A to get support
from a computer network system in solving the task of computing their optimal asset allocation.
In what way do you think that they may use the mathematical set up in question 1.A to capture
the fact that they are different individuals with different personal attitudes?
Debriefing:
As mentioned in the lectures, John and Mary may represent to a computer their differences by
communicating:
 Different utility (of monetary wealth) functions, U();
 Different subjective discount factors, ;
 Different performance functions, Pt(), for instance John may care for the utility of
portfolio returns while Mary may care for the ratio of portfolio returns vs. some
benchmark that she would like to outperform;
 Different asset menus, i.e., collection of securities or more generally investable assets to
invest in or to short, if required (e.g., John may entertain investing in derivatives and
hedge funds, while Mary may want to rule that out);
 Different sets of constraints to be imposed on the weights, for instance, Mary may want
to prevent short sales, while John allow them but impose that each asset class may
receive at most a weight of   1/N).
You can even find more ways for John and May to communicate how different they are and
you were not expected to list all these items, but at least 3-4 of them.
Question 1.C (0.5 points)
Suppose that Pt(0, 1, …, t) = monetary wealth at time t and that you are told that John is a
very patient investor who is indifferent about risk, while Mary is an impatient investor very
much risk averse. Both John and Mary are expected utility maximizers. With reference to the
mathematical set up that you have defined in question 1.A, how will you communicate such
differences to a computer network system that solves the task of computing their optimal asset
allocation?
Debriefing:
As examined later in lecturer 1, given that Pt(0, 1, …, t) = Wt, then:
 UJohn(Wt) = is monotone increasing but linear and John will be very close to 1 (or just 1);
 UMary(Wt) = is monotone increasing and strictly concave and Mary will be well below 1
(or even close to zero).
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